Silver Strand State Beach
5000 Highway 75 • Coronado, CA 92118 • (619) 435-5184

Silver Strand State Beach features extensive stretches of beach on both the Pacific Ocean and San Diego Bay. Combined with the area's mild climate, the beaches make Silver Strand one of the area's finest recreation destinations for camping, swimming, surfing, kiteboarding, volleyball, picnicking and fishing.

OVERNIGHT CAMPING: Self-contained vehicles only (one that has the capacity to hold wastewater in tanks). Minimum requirement is a built-in sink with an enclosed drain system and a portable toilet with holding tanks. Tent camping is not allowed. Campers and their pets may not sleep outside their vehicle.

OCCUPANCY: Each campsite may have up to eight persons (including children).

VEHICLE RESTRICTIONS: Fees include one registered, self-contained vehicle, plus one legally towed or towing vehicle. Towed vehicles must be verified by park staff before they are unhitched in order to be issued a pass. For an additional fee, each site is allowed one extra vehicle if it fits within the lines of the campsite. All vehicles must park in the campsite where they are registered. Towed, towing and extra vehicles must each display a parking pass in the windshield.

All vehicles must be parked fully within the limit lines of your campsite. Campsites cannot be used for the purpose of parking non-self-contained vehicles.

PARKING: Trailers must be backed into designated campsites, so the hitch is easily accessible from the main road. All self-contained vehicles must park parallel to the white lines of the campsite.

SANITATION: Do not deposit waste, water or sewage directly upon or into the surface of the ground, pavement, sand, or water. Leaking of any liquids or waste materials, including water, outdoor showers, and ice chests is not allowed. Outdoor showers are available next to the restrooms.

DUMP STATION: A dump station is located at the south end of the campground. It shall only be used for servicing wastewater holding tanks. No washing or rinsing of vehicles or other items is allowed. (Dump station is for registered campers only).

FIRES: Beach fires must be in designated concrete fire rings only. Portable fire containers are not allowed on the sand. Portable fire containers in campsites must be elevated six inches or more above the pavement. Fires must be monitored and maintained in a safe condition at all times. Coals or ashes must be deposited in a “Hot Coals” container (located next to dumpsters) or a fire ring. Hot coals and fires should be doused with water, not sand.

PETS: Pets must be kept on a leash no longer than six feet and under human control at all times. They are not allowed on the beach or bayside area of the park. Pets are not allowed to sleep outside overnight. Noisy, aggressive pets must be controlled immediately. Owners must pick up after their pets.

QUIET HOURS are from 10 p.m. to 6 a.m. Generators may only be operated between the hours of 10 a.m. and 8 p.m. To ensure peace and adequate rest for all visitors, no person shall use outside machinery or electronic equipment at a volume that is likely to disturb others in the campground.

RE-REGISTRATION: Campers who wish to re-register for another night must contact the campground kiosk before 12 noon on the day they are due out. Site availability is not assured.

PARK CLOSURE HOURS: The park entrance gate is locked overnight. Contact the park for the current gate hours.

EMERGENCIES AFTER THE PARK IS CLOSED: Call 911 and also contact the camp host. The camp host has access to the dispatch center 24 hours a day. Camp hosts are located in the center of the campground next to the kiosk.

CHECKOUT TIME is 12 noon. No exceptions.

Discover the many states of California.™

CAMPING RESERVATIONS: You may make camping reservations by calling (800) 444-7275 (TTY 800-274-7275). To make online reservations, visit our website at www.parks.ca.gov

ALTERNATE FORMAT: This publication can be made available in alternate formats. Contact interp@parks.ca.gov or call (916) 654-2249.
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